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One of the least appreciated tools for learning English is the use of collocation dictionaries. A collocation can be defined as the word that goes together. In other words, some words tend to go with other words. If you think about how you use your own language for a moment, you will quickly realize that
you tend to speak in phrases or groups of words that come together in your mind. We speak in blocks of language. For example, I'm tired of waiting for a bus this afternoon. An English-speaking person does not think of ten separate words, instead they think in the phrases I am tired of waiting for the bus
and this afternoon. That's why sometimes you can say something correctly in English, but it just doesn't sound right. For example, I'm tired of waiting for a bus this afternoon. For a person who photographs the situation stand for the bus, it makes sense, but stands alongside in line. So while sentences
make sense, it's not really accurate. As students improve their English, they tend to learn more idiom and language phrases. It is also important to learn collocations. In fact, I'd say it's the only tool under use by most students. The same dictionary is useful for finding meanings and contaons, but
collocations dictionaries can help you learn the right phrases in context. I recommend the Oxford Collocations Dictionary for English students, but there are other collocation resources available as suitable databases. Try these exercises to help you use a collocations dictionary to improve your vocabulary.
Choose a profession that interest you. Go to the Career Prospects website and read the specifics of your career. Be aware of the common terms used. Next, look up the terminology in dictionary collocations to expand your vocabulary by learning appropriate collocations. Examples of aircraft and electronic
systems Keywords from Career Prospects: equipment, maintenance, etc. Dictionary collocations: Device wording: latest, modern, modern, high-tech, etc. Types of equipment: medical equipment, radar equipment, telecommunications equipment, etc. Words + Equipment: equipment supply, equipment
supply, equipment installation, etc. Phrases: appropriate equipment, suitable equipment Dictionary collocations: Maintenance admity: annual, daily, regular, long-term, preventive, etc. Types of maintenance: building maintenance, software maintenance, health maintenance, etc. Words + Maintenance:
perform maintenance, perform maintenance, etc. Maintenance + Nod word: maintenance staff, maintenance costs, maintenance schedule, etc. Choose an important term that you can use daily at work, school, or at home. Look from up in the collocations dictionary. Next, imagine a related situation and
write a paragraph or more using important collocations to describe it. Paragraphs will repeat keywords too often, but this is an exercise. By contacting Using your primary terminology, you will create a link in your mind to a many collocations with your target word. Example: Key Terms: Business Situation:
Negotiate an example paragraph of the contract We are working on a business agreement with an investment company that brings business with profitable businesses worldwide. We established the business two years ago, but we have been very successful due to our business strategy. The CEO's
business acumen is excellent, so we look forward to doing business with them. The company's business headquarters are located in Dallas, Texas. They've been in business for over fifty years, so we hope their business experience is the best in the world. Create a list of important collocations. Commit to
using at least three of the collocations per day in your conversation. Try it, it's harder than you might think, but it really helps memorize new words. Expand your vocabulary and learn what new words mean with this online dictionary. You can engage your exciting side with word games to enhance your
command of the English language, too. You can search for the meaning of the word yourself or find the meaning and sentence with this powerful information-packed app. Dictionaries are a comprehensive tool that anyone can use. You can search through its extensive database whenever you are looking
for the meaning of a word. The app also has more specialized dictionaries such as word sets and medical terms as well as legal and financial terms. There is an offline version available. To use it, however, you must download the collection through an online connection. After doing so, you can tap the
offline version in a snap. You can search for dictionaries in a variety of languages if you want to expand your knowledge beyond English. At the same time, there is a feature that makes it easy to translate words into multiple languages. You can hear audio pronunciation and the program provides
suggestions regarding how words can be used in different contexts. New content is added to the app daily so you'll never get bored or find the program lacking. A feature of the day will ensure you continue to add to your growing vocabulary. You can access the same dictionary and find similar words and
face your choices. The developers, along with the World Food Program, initiated a feeding program through learning methods. As you learn, play in-app games and read Free Dictionaries, you earn points. You can donate these things in the direction of feeding hungry people. Where can you run this
program? This app runs on Windows 10 or higher. It also runs on Xbox One. Is there a better alternative? Not. Although there are many dictionary applications, such as advanced English Dictionary, this special app offers a wide range of features and functions that extend far beyond just to search for the
meaning of a word. Developers have succeeded in creating a smart app that both informs and teaches. Dictionary that interacts with people who touch Have fun with in-app games to improve your language skills. Should you download it? Have. English and non-English speaking people can also benefit
from downloading this smart app. Last updated on December 18, 2020 Inherently, visitors double as a social butterfly. They can strike up a conversation on a whim and somehow manage to find common ground with individuals from all walks of life. Traveling alone can be extremely eye-opening and
enriching, but it will also equip us with the skills necessary to succeed. Communication and communication skills are attributes that can be learned and honed. These skills are applied in everyday life and can be translated into a professional environment. We were inherently closedFor my first solitary
travel experience, I had just arrived in San Francisco for an externship. There was a problem with our train and we had to switch to a new train at the next platform. A gentleman who was making polite conversations decided that it was now his duty to help me move my stuff to the next training. Although
also intended, I was horrified. I was unfamiliar with the kindness of strangers, in fact I thought he was trying to rob me or worse. Kindness has a regional part. And growing up in the tristate area, I was conditioned to be extremely skeptical. Interacting with strangers seems extremely taboo. It's shameful to
admit, but social skills have fallen by the roadside. We forgot how to talk to each other. The idea of striking up a conversation with a stranger is terrifying borders. But more frighteningly, the lack of effective communication will eventually lead to a lonely life. Keep the passion aliveM a very wise man once
said that before fully committing to someone, take them on a trip. This wise man is Bill Murray, and he's telling the truth. Traveling can be a very vulnerable time for many people, often times it can bring out the worst in humans. But if you can overcome the inevitable barriers that will arise during your trip,
travel has been proven to strengthen the relationship. It gives yourself and your partner an opportunity to share in a common goal. Just staying in a different, free environment of all your daily obligations tends to get in the way that will help reignite romance and intimacy. It will give you both the opportunity
to reconsider some issues that will often start an 2016- in a safe, romantic setting. Couples who regularly travel together have reported having more effective communication with each other than those who don't. You will never see the same worldThe biggest symbols one can experience as they immerse
themselves in the travel lifestyle realize that not everyone thinks the way you do. Not everyone lives the same way that you do. Different cultures contain different philosophies and priorities. Breathe, relax, enjoyGrowing up in a place where results are expected immediately, I have not lost with the idea of
waiting. I mean, what's going on? I ordered it and I want it now. Obviously impatience was smeared on my face. The server who ordered me asked me ever so naïve, Why do you look upset? You have a few more minutes to enjoy life before you get your food. He's right. Why am I sad? I have nowhere to
stay. So I took his advice. I took a deep breath, breathed all the beauty that surrounded me. Patience is a virtue. And when you travel, you have no choice but patience. Learn to roll with punchesNot everything goes according to plan, everything will definitely go in the wrong direction. When you are
traveling, you are particularly vulnerable to these risks, with very little security if things happen not to go your way. This can be incredibly unnerving the first few times around. This may even prevent some decisions from continuing. But if you can hack it and grab hits when they arrive, you will eventually
develop the patience of saints. Bad things will happen; Let them. You'll find another way. When things don't work out, not only do you have to be patient, but adapt as well. You must be able to recall and strategically, or at least accept the situation at hand and roll with it. It's not a situation but your reaction
In a series of positive effects, your increase in patience and adaptability will in turn make you a kinder, less cynical person. Because at this point, you get it. We're all human beings, doing our best to get through it. So just stay cool. Conflicts will arise, and the way you choose to handle them will determine
the outcome. Alternative forms of communication Everything new and unfamiliar seems scary. Especially when you are traveling abroad, especially if you are traveling alone. If you are anything like me, you indulge in the slightly abrasive blow of cultural shock. Everything is so foreign, so unbelievably
different. This can make communication difficult. I really don't speak their language. Most likely, I will not become fluent overnight or anywhere in the near future. But I can still alleviate my struggles by learning a few key phrases in the language of where I visit to get by in everyday life. More likely than not,
I'll butcher the pronunciation. The average person will get the gist of what I'm trying to say and appreciate the effort–regardless of poor performance. Non-lingual communication will become your saving grace. You will develop the ability to communicate your meaning without words. If you don't realize it,
you can start reflecting the behavior of the people around you to establish a foundation of common ground. In this short time, you are development. You've chosen new styles that will move on to your current personality and habits. This experience literally becomes part of you, changing the way you think
and how you behave. Photo Credit Highlights: VideoHive via videohive.net videohive.net videohive.net
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